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We have generalized the Edwards’ method of collective description of dense polymer systems in terms of
effective potentials to polymer blends in the presence of a surface. With this method we have studied confor-
mationally asymmetric athermic polymer blends in the presence of a hard wall to the first order in effective
potentials. For polymers with the same gyration radius Rg but different statistical segment lengths lA and lB the
excess concentration of stiffer polymers at the surface is derived as ��A�z=0���lB

−2− lA
−2�ln�Rg

2 / lc
2�, where lc is

a local length below of which the incompressibility of the polymer blend is violated. For polymer blends
differing only in degrees of polymerization the shorter polymer enriches the wall.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The effects of surfaces on the behavior of polymer melts
and blends is of basic importance in their numerous applica-
tions such as adhesion, lubrication, wetting, catalysis, etc.
�1�. The structure and properties of the blends and other
polymeric materials within a few nanometers at a surface can
differ significantly from corresponding properties in the bulk.
For example, in polymer blend a segregation of one of the
components to the surface is possible even if the blend is
miscible in bulk. Hence the questions how the surface can
change the properties of polymeric materials and how it may
be controlled are of practical interest. Despite the large the-
oretical and experimental interest in the behavior of polymer
blends in the presence of surfaces and achieved basic under-
standing there is no satisfactory analytical treatment of seg-
regation of polymers at surfaces. Most studies of polymer
blends near surfaces are based on phenomenological expres-
sions for a free energy, which include surface terms that ac-
count for adsorption or repulsion of a particular type of
monomers �2,3�. Minimization of the free energy gives equi-
librium concentration profiles for each component. There ex-
ist more rigorous approaches, which allow one to derive the
concentration profiles starting from the microscopic polymer
statistics in the presence of a surface. One of such micro-
scopic approaches is the integral equations method which
can be applied to various site-site or hard-particle models of
a dense polymeric system �4�. This method having many
advantages such as ability to predict microscopic correlations
between different types of monomers and between mono-
mers and surfaces requires a considerable amount of numeri-
cal computations. Most of analytically treatable methods,
which rely on the continuum Gaussian chain model, take into
account the monomer-monomer interactions usually using ei-
ther the random phase approximation �5�, which is most
suited to treat systems in the weak segregation limit or self-
consistent field theories �6,7�, which are most suited to treat
systems in the strong segregation limit.

Recently there has been a big deal of attention on the
surface segregation due to conformational asymmetry of the
molecules of the polymer blend and due to differences in
topology �4,8–17�. It was established that the composition of
polymer blends in the vicinity of surfaces can be different

from the bulk composition even for neutral surfaces. It was
found that for polymer blends composed of polymers with
different degree of polymerization but of chemically identi-
cal monomers, shorter polymers are in excess at the wall. It
was also demonstrated in simulations �4,11� and supported
by calculations using the integral equation theory �18� that
stiffer polymers are present in excess in the vicinity of the
wall. However the self-consistent field theory developed in
Ref. �13� predicts the opposite effect, i.e., the excess of more
flexible polymers. Unfortunately, no predictions on the be-
havior of polymer blends of chemically identical polymers
with different degrees of polymerization were made in Ref.
�13�.

In this paper we present the analytical study of the behav-
ior of athermic polymer blend in the presence of a hard wall
using the generalization of the Edwards’ collective descrip-
tion of dense polymer systems in terms of effective poten-
tials �19,20� to polymer blends in the presence of a neutral
surface. The bare one-polymer Green’s function G obeys the
Dirichlet boundary condition. We show that a partial summa-
tion of graphs results in replacing the bare G with the effec-
tive one-polymer Green’s function Gr, which, as we argue,
obeys the reflecting boundary condition. The bare and effec-
tive Green’s functions are related by the Dyson equation,
where the self-energy � is defined by series of graphs. This
part of our work is similar to Ref. �13�, however with the
following significant difference. In the present work the
Dyson equation results in an integral equation for Gr, which
determines the relevant reference state to describe polymer
melts in the presence of a neutral wall. The concentration
profiles are due to fluctuations, which are not taken into ac-
count in self-consistent field theories. The method we use
can be applied in a straightforward way to study the behavior
of polymer blends and copolymer melt in the presence of
selective surfaces, the dimensions of polymer molecules in
the melt, the distribution of polymer ends, etc.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II A outlines
the statistics of a single polymer chain in the presence of a
hard wall. Section II B introduces to the collective descrip-
tion of dense polymer system. Section II C contains the dis-
cussion of the behavior of the effective potentials and screen-
ing effects in the presence of a hard wall. Section II D
introduces to the collective description in the presence of a
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neutral surface. Section III contains calculations of the ex-
cess monomer concentration of constituents of an incom-
pressible athermic polymer blend in the vicinity of a hard
wall. Section IV contains our conclusions.

II. COLLECTIVE DESCRIPTION OF DENSE POLYMER
SYSTEMS

A. Polymer chains in the presence of a hard wall

The Green’s function of a free polymer, which is propor-
tional to the relative number of configurations of the ideal
chain with the ends fixed at r and r�, and gives under appro-
priate normalization the distribution function of the end-to-
end distance, obeys the Schrödinger type differential equa-
tion �19,21�

� �

�N
− a2�r

2�G�r,N;r�� = ��r − r����N� , �1�

where N is the number of statistical segments, and a2= l2 /6
with l being the statistical segment length of the chain. The
distribution function of the end-to-end distance obtained
from Eq. �1� reads

G0�r,N;0� = � 1

4�a2N
	3/2

exp�−
r2

4a2N
	 . �2�

In the presence of a hard wall we have to impose an
appropriate boundary condition on Eq. �1�. For polymers in a
dilute solution with a hard wall situated at z=0 one should
use the Dirichlet boundary condition


G�r,N;r��
z=0 = 0, �3�

where r��r ,z�. The solution of Eq. �1� with the boundary
condition �3� is given by

G�r,N;r�� = G0�r − r�,N;0��G0�z − z�,N;0�

− G0�z + z�,N;0�� . �4�

It was argued in Ref. �22� that for an incompressible poly-
mer melt in the presence of a neutral surface one should
impose the reflecting �Neumann� boundary condition


�zG�z,N;z��
z=0 = 0 �5�

on the Green’s function of single polymer chains. The solu-
tion of Eq. �1� with the boundary condition �5� is given by

G�r,N;r�� = G0�r − r�,N;0��G0�z − z�,N;0�

+ G0�z + z�,N;0�� . �6�

The Laplace transform of the z part of the Green’s function
with respect to N, which we will need in the following, is
given by

G0�z − z�,p� =
1

2a�p
exp�− 
z − z�


�p

a
	 . �7�

The monomer density of a single polymer chain

n�z,N� = �
0

N

ds��„z − z�s�…� �8�

can be expressed through the Green’s function of the poly-
mer chain as follows

n�z,N� = �
0

N

ds�
0

�

dz��
0

�

dz�G�z�,z,N − s�G�z,z�,s� .

�9�

The straightforward computation using the Green’s function
obeying adsorbing and reflecting boundary condition yields

n�z,N� = N�2 erf�z/2� + z2�1 + erf�z/2�� +
2z
��

exp�− z2/4�

− erf�z� − 2z2 erf�z� −
2z
��

exp�− z2�� , �10�

n�z,N� = N , �11�

respectively. The distance z in Eq. �10� is measured in units
of Rg. The monomer density of one chain in the presence of
a hard wall does not depend on the distance to the wall in the
case of the reflecting boundary condition. The multiplication
of n�z ,N� in Eqs. �10� and �11� with the number of chains per
volume n /V gives the monomer density of a mixture of in-
dependent chains. The necessity of change of the boundary
condition in the polymer melt will be discussed at the end of
Sec. II D.

B. Collective description of the polymer mixture in bulk

In the analytical approach to the description of dense
polymer systems due to Leibler �5� the random phase ap-
proximation is used to derive the Ginzburg-Landau type
functional of the diblock copolymer melt as a functional of
the order parameter. The collective description of concen-
trated polymer systems due to Edwards �20� gives the physi-
cal quantities under interest as series in powers of the effec-
tive potentials. These series are closely related to those in the
theory of polymer solutions �23� with the main difference
that the bare interaction potentials between the monomers
are replaced by the effective ones �see below�. The diagram-
matic way of introduction the collective description in Ref.
�24� enables one to go beyond the random phase approxima-
tion and establishes the connection between Leibler’s and
Edwards’ approaches.

We now will consider the collective description of the
polymer mixture consisting of A and B polymers in terms of
effective potentials following Ref. �24�, where this approach
was developed for copolymer melt. The elastic part of the
Edwards free energy of nA polymers of type A and nB poly-
mers of type B chains confined to a volume V is given by

Fel =
3

2l2 �
m=1

nA+nB �
0

N

ds�drm�s�
ds

	2

, �12�

where rm�s� parametrizes the configuration of mth polymer
as a function of the position along the chain s. The interac-
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tion part of the free energy �in units of kBT� of the blend can
be written using the microscopic monomer densities of both
polymers

�A�r� = �
m=1

nA �
0

N

ds��r − rm�s�� ,

�B�r� = �
m=nA+1

nA+nB �
0

N

ds��r − rm�s�� �13�

in the form

Fint =
1

2
� d3r1� d3r2���r1�V���r1 − r2����r2� , �14�

where

V���r1 − r2� = � V V + �

V + � V
	��3��r1 − r2� . �15�

�� ,�=A ,B� is the interaction matrix of monomer-monomer
interactions, and � is connected to the Flory-Huggins param-
eter. The sum convention over repeated indices is implied in
Eq. �14� and henceforth.

Let us now start with the computation of the average con-
centration of one of the polymers

����r�� =
� Dri�s����r�exp�− Fel − Fint�

� Dri�s�exp�− Fel − Fint�
, �16�

using the collective description of the polymer blend in terms
of effective potentials. The average monomer density can be
written after introducing a two-component field 	��r� in the
equivalent form as follows

����r�� =

� Dri�s� � D	�r��
r�,�

��	� − ���	��r�e−Fel−Fint

� Dri�s� � D	�r��
r�,�

��	� − ���e−Fel−Fint

.

�17�

The insertion of the Fourier transformation of the infinite
product of �-functions

�
r�,�

��	��r�� − ���r��� =� DQ�r�eiQ�	−��

into Eq. �17�, and replacement the order of integrations over
the fields 	�r� and Q�r� with the average over polymer con-
figurations ri�s�, yields the average over polymer configura-
tions in the form

����r�� =
� D	�r�	��r�e−Fint� DQ�r�eiQ	�e−iQ��0

� D	�r�e−Fint� DQ�r�eiQ	�e−iQ��0

,

�18�

where Q� stands for �d3rQ��r����r�, and the brackets �¯�0

means the average over conformations of ideal polymer
chains according to

�e−iQ��0 =� Dri�s�e−iQ�e−Fel. �19�

To perform the average over polymer configurations we ex-
pand the first exponent in expression �19� in Taylor series.
The mean value �19� decomposes as products of averages
over single polymer chains, which have the structure

� d3r1 ¯� d3rkQ��r1� ¯ Q��rk�����r1� ¯ ���rk�� ,

�20�

where k=0,1 , . . ., and �=A ,B. According to Ref. �24� it is
convenient to associate expression �20� with a graph contain-
ing k wavy legs, which are associated with Q��ri�. An ex-
ample of graphs with k=1,2 ,3 is shown in Fig. 1. The con-
tinuous lines are associated with the propagator �2� for a
polymer blend in bulk and �4� for a polymer blend in the
presence of a hard wall, respectively. Consequently, the se-
ries �19� is associated with a product of nA lines for A poly-
mers and nB lines for B polymers containing an arbitrary
number of wavy legs in each line. Note that below we will
consider the mean value �19� in the thermodynamic limit
nA→�, nB→�, V→� under the condition that the monomer
densities computed using the one-polymer Green’s function
are constant

����r��0 = N�n�/V � ��. �21�

The corresponding density-density correlator reads

����r2����r1��0 = 1
2��S���r1 − r2� .

It is convenient to introduce the diagonal matrix S�� such
that the Fourier transforms of the diagonal elements, S���k�,
are the bulk structure factor of the �th component, which are
given by

S���k� = ��N�g�k2Rg,�
2 � , �22�

with g�y�=2/y2�exp�−y�+y−1� being the Debye function.
In order to carry out integrations over the two-component

field Q�r� in treating a blend in bulk �24� one performs a
partial summation of the series �19� �the latter can be carried
out only in the thermodynamic limit� by taking into account

FIG. 1. Examples of graphs associated with the expression
�20�.
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only the lines with one and two insertions �wavy legs in Fig.
1� in one polymer line. As a result one obtains the expression

exp�iQ�	 − ���0� − 1
2QSQ� , �23�

where ����0 is the average monomer density �21�. The inte-
grations over Q for a polymer blend in the bulk is easily
performed in Fourier space and result in

exp�− 1
2�	S−1�	� , �24�

where �	�r�=	�r�− ���0. The expression obtained after per-
forming integrations over Q�r� can be written as
exp�−H��	�� with H��	� being the Ginzburg-Landau func-
tional �5,24�.

According to Ref. �24� the functional integration over �	
in Eq. �17� yields the monomer density ����r�� as a series,
which can be associated with Feynman graphs similar to
those in the theory of polymer solutions in good solvent �see,
for example, Ref. �23�� with the difference that the bare po-
tentials are replaced by the effective ones

Veff = �V−1 + S�−1. �25�

The lowest-order corrections to the monomer density are de-
picted in Fig. 2. The external lines in these graphs are asso-
ciated with the expression

Vext = �V + S−1�−1S−1, �26�

which can be written in the form V−1Veff. The continuous
lines denote the bare bulk one-polymer Green’s functions
�2�.

C. Screened effective potentials in an incompressible polymer
blend

We now will consider in more details the properties of the
effective potential �25�. We remind the reader that the quan-
tities S, V, and Veff in Eq. �25� are matrices. The elements of
the matrix Veff are explicitly given by

VAA
eff �k� = R�k��− V + 2V�SBB + �2SBB� ,

VAB
eff �k� = VBA

eff �k� = − R�k��V + �� ,

VBB
eff �k� = R�k��− V + 2V�SAA + �2SAA� , �27�

where for the sake of simplicity we have introduced the no-
tation

R�k� = �− 1 − VSAA − VSBB + 2V�SAASBB + �2SAASBB�−1.

�28�

The behavior of the effective potentials in polymer blends
was studied in Refs. �25–27�. In the following we will con-
sider an incompressible and athermic polymer blend, which
in the formalism under consideration is described in the limit
V→� and �→0. The effective potentials �27� simplify in
this limit to

V��
eff �k� =

1

SAA + SBB
.

Using the explicit expression of the structure factor �22� we
obtain for large polymer chains

V��
eff �k� =

1

12

1

�A/lA
2 + �B/lB

2 k2. �29�

As it follows from Eq. �29� the expansion in powers of ef-
fective potentials is in fact an expansion in inverse powers of
the density.

We now will consider in more details the properties of the
external potentials �26� associated with external lines in
graphs a, b, and c in Fig. 2, which are explicitly given by

VAA
ext�k� = − R�k��1 + VSBB� ,

VAB
ext�k� = R�k��SAA�V + ��� ,

VBA
ext�k� = R�k��SBB�V + ��� ,

VBB
ext�k� = − R�k��1 + VSAA� .

In the case of athermic polymer blends the following identi-
ties hold

VAA
ext�k� − VAB

ext�k� = 1, VBB
ext�k� − VBA

ext�k� = 1. �30�

For incompressible and athermic polymer blends V��
ext�k� sim-

plify to

VAA
ext�k� =

SBB

SAA + SBB
, VAB

ext�k� = −
SAA

SAA + SBB
.

For large polymer chains we finally get

VAA
ext�k� =

�B/lB
2

�A/lA
2 + �B/lB

2 , VAB
ext�k� = −

�A/lA
2

�A/lA
2 + �B/lB

2 ,

and similar for VBA
ext�k� and VBB

ext�k�. Note that in this limit the
external lines are independent of the wave number k. There-
fore, in the real space the external potential are local and are
given by the Dirac’s �-function in this limit.

D. Collective description of the polymer mixture in the
presence of a hard wall

We now will consider the collective description of a poly-
mer blend in the presence of a hard wall. In contrast to the

FIG. 2. Examples of graphs contributing to the monomer con-
centration: graphs a and b are first order and c is second order in
Veff. After renormalization the continuous line is associated with the
effective propagator. Graph d with only one insertion of Veff is
identically zero after renormalization of internal lines.
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collective description of polymer blend in the bulk outlined
in Sec. II B we have to use now instead of the free propaga-
tor given by Eq. �2� a propagator fulfilling an appropriate
boundary condition. In a theory based on the statistical-
mechanical description of single polymer chains, the bound-
ary conditions should coincide with those of single polymers,
i.e., be the Dirichlet boundary condition �3�. Since the be-
havior of a polymer chain in solution and in a polymer melt
in the presence of a wall may be quite different, one can
expect that the one-polymer Green’s functions in solution
and in melt may obey different boundary conditions. A con-
sistent statistical-mechanical theory of polymer melt should
be able, in principle, to derive the boundary condition for
one-polymer Green’s function appropriate for melt. We will
show here that using a partial summation of graphs it is
possible to reformulate the description of polymer blend in
terms of the effective one-polymer Green’s function. We will
bring forward the arguments that the latter should obey the
reflecting boundary conditions.

In order to introduce the collective description in the pres-
ence of the wall, we perform the same steps as in the bulk
and arrive at the expression �18�, and expand further
�exp�−iQ���0 in Taylor series as given in Eq. �20�. In contrast
to the bulk the continuous lines are associated with bare one-
polymer Green’s functions obeying the Dirichlet boundary
condition �3�. The field 	��r� as well as Q��r� are defined in
the whole space as in the bulk formalism. The mean density
obtained by using the adsorbing boundary conditions is
given by Eq. �10� multiplied with the factor n� /V. The com-
putation of the density-density correlation function
����r1����r2��0 �no summation over �� for a polymer blend
in the presence of a hard wall gives

����r2����r1��0 =
1

2
���

0

N

ds2�
0

s2

ds1���z2 − z�s2��


��z1 − z�s1����r2, − r2,�s2��


��r1, − r2,�s1���0

=
1

2
���

k

exp�ik�r2, − r1,��S���z2,z1,k,N� ,

�31�

where the Laplace transform of the diagonal element of the
structure factor is given by

S���z2,z1,k,p� =
2

p2 �G0�z2 − z1,p + x� − G0�z2 + z1,p + x�� ,

�32�

and where the notation x=k
2a2 has been introduced. The

nondiagonal elements of the matrix S�� are zero. Note that
mean values of density products are zero if one of zi is nega-
tive, so that the expression �32� applies only for positive z1
and z2.

For a polymer blend in the presence of a wall the trans-
lationally invariant part of the structure factor �32� is defined
only in the half space, so that the integration over Q, which

requires the inversion of S��, is not so straightforward. In
this case we separate the density-density correlator in two
parts according to

����r2����r1��0 = ����r2����r1��0b + ����r2����r1��0

− ����r2����r1��0b

= ����r2����r1��0b + ����r2����r1��0s,

�33�

and perform a partial summation by taking into account in
every line only the first term in Eq. �33�. In proceeding in
this way we fix the reference state to be that of the bulk far
from the wall. The prize to pay is that the 2nd term in Eq.
�33� has to be taken into account as a vertex with two inser-
tions, which is shown in Fig. 3.

The summation over lines with one and two insertions in
one line results exactly in the expression given by Eq. �23�
with the average density given now by Eq. �10�. The terms in
the series �19� with more than two fields Q�r� along one line
�and two fields corresponding to the 2nd term in Eq. �33��
can be obtained from Eq. �23� and consequently Eq. �24� as
derivatives with respect to �	�r�. To compute the concentra-
tion profile according to Eq. �17� one should perform inte-
gration over the field 	�r�. While after integrations over Q
the series �19� depends on �	�r�=	�r�− ���, the interaction
part of the free energy �14� has the form Fint=

1
2	V	. Re-

writing the latter in terms of �	 yields

Fint = 1
2�	V�	 + �	V��� , �34�

where the linear term in �	 has the same form as interaction
with an external field in the formalism of 	4 theory. For an
incompressible and athermic polymer blend, which we con-
sider in the present work, the linear term vanishes.

Similar to the consideration in bulk the expression ob-
tained after performing integrations over Q�r� can be written
as exp�−H��	�� with H��	� being a Ginzburg-Landau
Hamiltonian including the surface terms. However, in con-
trast to the effective surface Hamiltonian used in many stud-
ies �1� the corresponding terms are not localized at the sur-
face only �28�. The integration over the field 	�r� can be
performed in the same way as for bulk.

The collective description developed above is based on
the concept of the effective potential, which takes into ac-
count the screening of monomer-monomer interactions in a
melt. However, the effect of the wall is taken into account as
in the case of diluted polymers via the Dirichlet boundary
condition for one-polymer Green’s function and leads to an
inhomogeneous monomer density for distances up to the gy-
ration radius. However, in a melt the density is expected to
be rather homogeneous at distances z�Rg. This is the result
of the interplay of the interaction with the wall and the in-

FIG. 3. Vertex with two insertions generated by the second term
of Eq. �33�.
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compressibility of the polymer melt. While in the polymer
solution �which is a liquid and as such is incompressible� the
entropic repulsion with the wall favor the presence of solvent
molecules at the wall. In the case of the melt this is not
anymore the case, because the place of monomers being re-
pulsed from the wall, will be occupied by monomers belong-
ing to another polymer which at that moment are not or less
repulsed from the wall. Due to this the melt density similar
to the total density of the solution will not tend to zero in
approaching the surface. We expect that the effect of the wall
on the behavior in the polymer melt can be formulated in
terms of the renormalized one-polymer Green’s function,
which should guarantee the uniformity of the density, and
according to this should obey a boundary condition, which is
different from the Dirichlet boundary condition. We now
show that, indeed, the partial summation of graphs including
insertions into continuous lines enables one to formulate the
description of a polymer melt in terms of the effective one-
polymer Green’s function. We will consider for simplicity
the renormalization of the bare one-polymer Green’s func-
tions in the expression for the concentration profile

����z�� = n��
0

N�

ds�
0

�

dz�G�z�,z,N� − s��
0

�

dz�G�z,z�,s� ,

�35�

where the bare one-polymer propagator obeys the Dirichlet
boundary condition. The graphs b and c in Fig. 2 contribute
to the bare Green’s functions in �35�. Using property �30�
and expressing the external potentials VAA

ext as 1+VAB
ext we can

divide this contribution into two parts. The first one is given
by graphs b and c, in which the external line associated with
1 and which renormalizes the one-polymer propagators in
�35�. The second part, with the external line associated with
VAB

ext, together with the graph a describes the fluctuations cor-
rections to the concentration profile. The renormalization to
the first order can be extended to higher orders, with the
result that the bare continuous lines will be replaced by the
effective ones associated with the effective one-polymer
Green’s function. This procedure corresponds to reduction of
the whole set of graphs to the skeleton graphs, i.e., the
graphs without insertions into internal lines. The only excep-
tion are the graphs b and c in Fig. 2, which are due to the
recasting of VAA

ext. The renormalization of one-polymer graphs
due to insertions into the internal lines can be represented
using the Dyson equation

Gr
−1 = G−1 − � , �36�

where � is the self-energy, which takes into account inser-
tions along the chain. Note that G, etc., in Eq. �36� are ma-
trices with respect to spatial coordinates. Examples of graphs
contributing to � are given in Fig. 4.

As a result of the partial summation of graphs taking into
account the insertions into internal lines according to Eq.
�36� the lowest-order contribution to the density profile �35�
changes to

����z�� = n��
0

N�

ds�
0

�

dz�Gr,��z�,z,N� − s�


�
0

�

dz�Gr,��z,z�,s� . �37�

The fluctuation corrections to Eq. �37� are given by the skel-
eton graphs in Figs. 2 and 5. As a result of the partial sum-
mation the bare one-polymer propagators G are replaced by
the effective ones Gr,�.

Equation �36� with � given as an infinite set of graphs is
the basis of the self-consistent computation of the effective
one-polymer Green’s function in the polymer blend under
presence of a hard wall. The solution of this equation is a
difficult task which goes beyond the scope of the present
article.

Fortunately, the form of Gr,� in polymer fluid can be
found from general arguments avoiding the direct solution of
Eq. �36�. According to the above discussion we expect that
the density profile in an incompressible fluid in the presence
of neutral wall will be uniform. On the another hand the
density profile without taking into account the fluctuations is
given by Eq. �37�. As we have shown in Sec. II A the com-
putation of the density using the one-polymer Green’s func-
tion obeying the reflecting boundary condition gives a homo-
geneous density. Due to this we identify the effective one-
polymer propagators Gr,� with that obeying the reflecting

FIG. 4. The lowest-order graphs contributing to the self-energy.
The continuous lines are associated with the effective one-polymer
propagator Gr,�.

FIG. 5. The Feynman dia-
grams giving the leading contribu-
tion to the excess monomer
concentration.
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boundary condition. Deviations from Silberberg hypothesis
in thin polymer films were studied recently in Refs. �29–32�.

Figure 4 shows that the contributions to the self-energy
does not reduce to an effective potential as it was assumed in
Ref. �13� in the approach based on the self-consistent field
theory. While the first graph in Fig. 4 takes into account the
monomer-monomer interactions along one polymer, the 2nd
graph �and higher-order graphs� takes into account
monomer-monomer interactions between different polymers.
Since the graphs contributing to the self-energy take into
account the many particle interactions characteristic for a
melt, we expect that the effective one-polymer Green’s func-
tion Gr,� obeys the boundary conditions appropriate for an
incompressible liquid, i.e., the reflecting boundary condi-
tions. This conclusion is supported by the following argu-
ment. In polymer melts similar to semidilute polymer solu-
tions the relevant quantity governing the properties of the
system is the number of monomers between two subsequent
cross-links along the chain, which for polymer melts is of
order of unity, instead of the chain length N. Consequently,
in the polymer melt the effect of the wall on the monomers,
which are close to the wall, will be similar to that on solvent
molecules in solution. However, the monomers are classical
objects, which are described in the relaxational regime. For a
single monomer �or a solvent molecule�, which dynamics is
described by the Langevin equation, the steady-state distri-
bution function is given by Boltzmann distribution
exp�−U�z� /kBT� and is therefore constant in the space be-
tween two walls. This makes clear that the Dirichlet bound-
ary condition is irrelevant in dense polymeric systems.

It is well known that a polymer configuration corresponds
to the trajectory of a quantum particle for imaginary times.
According to this the problem of boundary condition in poly-
mer melts is expected to have its counterpart in quantum
fluids in the presence of a neutral boundary. While the wave
functions of single particles obey the Dirichlet boundary
condition at the wall, the density of the fluid is not required
to be zero at the wall �33�.

III. COMPUTATION OF THE EXCESS MONOMER
CONCENTRATION

The skeleton graphs in Fig. 2 give the fluctuational part to
the density profile. The free end of the external line is asso-
ciated with the argument of the monomer density z �due to
the symmetry along the wall the monomer density does not
depend on r�. The explicit calculation shows that the one-
loop graphs, where the external line is located outside the
loop �graphs b and c in Fig. 2�, are negligible for large N.
The leading contribution is due to the graph a and the related
graph, which describes the effect of B polymers on the con-
centration of A polymers. These graphs are shown in more
details in Fig. 5.

We now will consider the computation of the concentra-
tion of say the component A in the presence of a hard wall.
We will assume that the statistical segment length of the
polymer A is larger than that of the polymer B, lA� lB, so that
the polymer A is stiffer. The contribution to the excess con-
centration to the lowest order in powers of the effective po-

tentials is given by graphs in Fig. 5. To conduct calculations
it is convenient to consider the Laplace transform with re-
spect to the contour length N. The analytical expression as-
sociated with the first graph in Fig. 5 is given by

−
�AVAA

ext

8�3NA
� d2q � dqVAA

eff �q
2 + q2�



q2a2e−2z�p+x/a + 2qa�p + x sin�qz�e−z�p+x/a + p + x

p2�p + x��p + x + q2a2�2 ,

�38�

where p is Laplace conjugate to N and x=q
2a2. The analyti-

cal expression of the 2nd graph in Fig. 5 is obtained from Eq.
�38� using the replacements

VAA
ext → VAB

ext, VAA
eff → VBB

eff , �A → �B, NA → NB.

Note that the factor −1 is due to the fact that V and Veff

appear with the sign minus in the exponential of the statisti-
cal weight of polymer configurations. The k2 dependence of
the effective potentials �29� leads to the divergence of the
integrals over the wave vector in Eq. �38� at the upper limit
of integration. However, the effective potentials acquire for
finite V their bare values for large k, so that the integral
converges at the upper limit of the integration. Therefore, for
finite V the effective potentials are screened only for lengths
larger than the local length

lc � V−1/2��A/lA
2 + �B/lB

2�−1/2,

which is obtained from the explicit expressions of the effec-
tive potentials �27�. The derivation shows that this length is
the same for both polymers. We expect that for finite V the
polymer blend can be considered as an incompressible only
for lengths larger than lc. In order to simplify the integration
over the wave vector in Eq. �38� we use the athermic and
incompressible limit of the effective potentials �29�, but re-
strict the integration to wave vectors smaller than the cutoff
value � lc

−1.
The inspection of Eq. �38� shows that it �and the expres-

sion associated with graphs with the external line being out-
side the loop� contains a z independent contribution to the
excess concentration of the density. The straightforward
computation yields the renormalization of the bulk monomer
concentration as

�̃A = �A�1 + �1 − 2�
3�B

4�

lA
2 lB

2

��AlB
2 + �BlA

2�2� 1

lB
2 −

1

lA
2 	� .

�39�

The factor 2 in Eq. �39� accounts for graphs similar to the
graphs b and c in Fig. 2 but with the external lines being on
the right side of the interaction line. Note that the mass di-
vergences �23� of the graphs b and c are omitted, that implies
the regularization of expression �16� with respect to the mass
divergences at the beginning. Equation �39� shows that even
in the bulk the packing effects change the bare density of the
constituents: the concentration of the stiffer polymer be-
comes smaller. Without incorporating the possibility for a
local nematic ordering, which is not taken into account in the
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model of a Gaussian polymer chain, polymers with larger
statistical segment length are expected to have smaller den-
sity. Note that the renormalization of the bulk composition is
local, and the comparison of Eq. �39� with the corresponding
expression for �̃B shows that the total density of the blend
does not change. Although the renormalization of the bulk
composition given by Eq. �39� is somewhat unexpected, its
necessity can be explained qualitatively as follows. The den-
sity of an incompressible liquid at given T and V is deter-
mined by interactions between the molecules, and cannot be
chosen arbitrarily as in gas-like systems. Thus, in application
of the coarse-grained model under consideration to polymer
blend Eq. �39� describes the renormalization of bare concen-
trations towards their concentrations in the polymer melt,
which are determined by monomer-monomer interactions.

The z dependent part of Eq. �38� gives the excess mono-
mer concentration as a function of the distance to the wall.
The integration over the wave vector yields the simple ex-
pression

−
V0

8a5p2�z�e−�2z/a��p�a − z�p� − e−�2z/a��p+a22


�a −
zp

�p + a22	� −
V0

2a4�2p2��0�2z

a
�p	

− �0�2z

a
�p + a22	� , �40�

where ���x�=�x
�dtt�−1 exp�−t� is the incomplete � function,

and the notation

V0 =
1

12

�A�B

NAlB
2

1

��A/lA
2 + �B/lB

2�2

is introduced. To obtain the excess density one should add to
expression �40�, which is associated with the first graph in

Fig. 5, the corresponding expression associated with the 2nd
graph in Fig. 5.

We will first compute the excess concentration of the
stiffer �A� polymer at the surface ��A�z=0�. To that end we
put z=0 in Eq. �40�, take into account the second graph in
Fig. 5, and perform the inverse Laplace transform. For large
N we obtain the result

��A�z = 0� =
3

4�2
�A�BlA

2 lB
2

��AlB
2 + �BlA

2�2� 1

lB
2 ln�aB

22NB�

−
1

lA
2 ln�aA

22NA�� . �41�

If both polymers have the same gyration radius Rg=a�N Eq.
�41� simplifies to

��A�z = 0� =
3

4�2
�A�BlA

2 lB
2

��AlB
2 + �BlA

2�2� 1

lB
2 −

1

lA
2 	ln�2Rg

2� .

�42�

The excess concentration at the wall for polymer blend dif-
fering only in degrees of polymerization is derived from Eq.
�41� as

��A�z = 0� =
3

4�2



l2

�A�B

��A + �B�2 ln
NB

NA
.

The latter shows that the shorter polymers are present in
excess at the wall. Notice that the excess concentration de-
pends logarithmically on the number of segments N. The
contribution to the excess concentration at z=0 associated
with graphs b and c in Fig. 2 reads

FIG. 6. �Color online� Concentration profile of A polymers as a function of the distance to the surface for different values of NB, and
lA=1.5, lB=1, −1=1.55, �A=�B=0.5. The continuous line: NA=NB=104; dashes: NB=5
104; dots: NB=2
103. The inset shows the
concentration profile in the vicinity of the surface as a function of the distance measured in units of lA.
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��A�z = 0� = −
1

8�6��3/2lA
2

�A

��AlB
2 + �BlA

2�2� lB
5�A

�NA

ln�4

9
aA

22NA	
+

lA
5�B

�NB

ln�4

9
aB

22NB	� . �43�

Due to the factor N−1/2 the latter vanishes for large N. Note
that for conformationally asymmetric polymers of the same
gyration radius the sign of Eq. �43� is opposite to that of Eq.
�42�. The increase of ��A�z=0� with N agrees qualitatively
with the results of numerical simulations and calculations
using the integral equation theory �4�.

To compute ��A�z� for arbitrary z one should perform the
inverse Laplace transform of Eq. �40�. Since it cannot be
performed analytically, we have used a numerical routine
�Durbin� for inverse Laplace transform in Mathematica. The
results of the numerical calculation of the excess concentra-
tion of stiffer polymers ��A�z� for different values of the
degrees of polymerization of more flexible polymer are
shown in Fig. 6. It shows that the increase of NB results in an
increase of the excess concentration of the A polymer. For
NB�NA the concentration of A polymers is still in excess in
the vicinity of the wall, but becomes lower than in the bulk
for intermediate distances, i.e., the B polymers are in excess
at these distances. These results are in agreement with nu-
merical simulations and computations using the integral
equation theory �4�. Figure 7 shows the result of the compu-
tation of the excess concentration of the shorter polymers in
a polymer blend consisting of chemically identical polymers,
which differ only in their degrees of polymerization. Figure 7
shows that shorter polymers are present in excess in the vi-
cinity of the wall. This finding is in qualitative agreement
with the result predicted in Ref. �34� and observed in Refs.
�14,35–37�.

The excess of shorter polymers in the case under consid-
eration is compatible with the excess of the solvent at the
wall in a polymer solution. The latter corresponds to the
limit, when the polymerization degree of shorter polymers
tends to unity. However, to describe this limit one has to take
into account the higher-order terms in the perturbation series
for the concentration profile.

Note that the both cases we have considered above �lA

� lB, RgA=RgB, and lA= lB, NA�NB� follow from the general
formula �40�.

We now will give a qualitative explanation of the different
behavior of polymers in the blend under the influence of a
hard wall. A single polymer in a dilute solution obeys the
Dirichlet boundary condition. As a consequence of the
boundary condition the number of configurations available to
the polymer chain lowers with the decrease of the distance to
the wall. The latter results in an entropic repulsion of the
polymer from the wall, and is responsible for the vanishing
of the density at the wall. According to this the solvent mol-
ecules are favored in the vicinity of the wall with respect to
the polymer monomers. A simple calculation using the dis-
tribution function obeying the Dirichlet boundary condition
shows that the force acting on the free end of the polymer at
a given distance to the wall is controlled by the gyration
radius of the polymer Rg=a�N.

A completely different behavior takes place in the case of
incompressible polymer melts, where the entropic repulsion
from the wall is balanced by the melt pressure with the con-
sequence that the density is uniform. However, there is a
difference in the behavior of the polymers in the vicinity of
the wall for melt composed of different polymers. We con-
sider first a polymer blend composed of polymers which dif-
fer only in degrees of polymerization. In a layer with the
thickness equal to the gyration radius of larger polymers, the
larger polymer experiences the entropic force from the wall
while the shorter polymer does not. Due to this the larger
polymer increases its distance to the wall, which will be
occupied by shorter ones, in order that the total density will
remain constant. The asymmetry in the behavior of polymers
in the vicinity of the wall appears even in a polymer melt
composed of identical polymers. According to the above ar-
gument the monomers of a polymer coil, which has contacts
with the wall, are disfavored with respect to the ends of
polymer coils which do not have contacts with the wall. Due
to this the polymer ends are expected to be present in excess
in the vicinity of the wall. The effect of the distribution of
polymer ends on the surface tension was studied in Ref. �38�.
A quantitative study of the distribution of polymer ends us-

FIG. 7. �Color online� Concentration profile
of A polymers as a function of the distance to the
surface for different values of NB, and lA= lB

=1.5, NA=104, −1=1.55, �A=�B=0.5. The con-
tinuous line: NB=2
104; dashes: NB=5
104.
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ing the self-consistent field theory was performed in Ref.
�39�.

For polymers with different statistical segment lengths,
but the same gyration radius the difference in the behavior in
the vicinity of the wall can be explained qualitatively as
follows. The monomer density of a polymer coil is given by
�c=N /Rg

3=a−2 /Rg, while the surface density of a coil is �s
=�cRg=a−2. Therefore, the surface density �s of the stiffer
polymer is smaller. It is likely to expect that the repulsive
effect of the wall on the coil is proportional to �s. According
to this the repulsive effect of the wall is stronger for more
flexible polymers. This is the reason that the monomers of
stiffer polymers will be favored in the vicinity of the wall.
The surface enrichment ��A is expected to be proportional to
the differences of surface densities, i.e., ��A��s

B−�s
A, which

agrees with our quantitative result �42�. According to this
qualitative consideration the difference in surface densities
�s

B−�s
A is a drive for the conformational asymmetry. Since

the monomers within the layer of thickness Rg are affected
by the wall, we expect that the excess concentration will
depend on Rg. However, the logarithmic dependence on Rg in
Eq. �42� is difficult to derive using only the hand wavy ar-
guments.

Note that in the above computation of the excess concen-
tration ��A�z� we have taken into account the lowest-order
correction in the series in powers of effective potentials. The
effective potentials according to Eq. �29� are inversely pro-
portional to the density, so that the perturbation expansion in
powers of effective potentials is a series in inverse powers of
the density. However, since the polymer melt has a fixed
density, the inverse density is not a small parameter. The
magnitude of the first-order correction can be controlled by
considering polymers having the same gyration radius and
small differences in lA and lB, or polymers with small differ-
ences in NA and NB for lA= lB. However, it is not clear with-
out explicit computations, if the 2nd order term is smaller
than the 1st order one under the above conditions. From the
general point of view one would expect the following bounds
on the total effect of the perturbation series. As already men-

tioned above for polymers differing only in degrees of poly-
merization the effect of the whole perturbation series should
recover in the limit NA�NB the behavior in polymer solu-
tions, where the polymer concentration will tend to zero in
approaching the surface. For polymers differing in flexibility
the concentration of the stiffer polymer at the wall cannot
exceed the total density of the polymer blend in bulk. In
other words the concentration of the more flexible polymer
cannot be negative. This determines the upper limit of appli-
cability of our results given by Eqs. �41� and �42�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have generalized the Edwards’ collec-
tive description of dense polymer systems in terms of effec-
tive potentials to polymer blends in the presence of a surface.
Using this formalism we have studied an incompressible
athermic polymer blend of conformationally asymmetric
polymers, which differ in statistical segment lengths, in the
presence of a hard wall. We have computed the excess con-
centrations of constituents to the first order in powers of
effective potentials. We have found that stiffer polymers are
in excess in the vicinity of the surface, and that the concen-
tration excess at the surface depends logarithmically on the
degrees of polymerization. For polymer blends differing only
in degrees of polymerization the shorter polymers are in ex-
cess at the wall. Our results are in agreement with numerical
results available in the literature. The present method can be
applied in a straightforward way to study the behavior of
polymer blends and copolymer melt in the presence of selec-
tive surfaces, to study the dimensions of polymer molecules
in the melt, the distribution of polymer ends, etc.
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